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Index:

1. Copy of e-mail traffic, originating on 11 Sep 02, requesting GC comment and guidance on S/NF of detainee S/NF.

2. Copy of e-mail message, undated, concerning the impact of visits by a Navy chaplain on the interrogation of detainee S/NF.

3. Copy of interrogation approach plan, dated 13 Jan 03, for detainee S/O ORCON/NOFORN.

4. Agenda, dated 19 Mar 03, of IPR in case of detainee S/NF.

5. Update, dated 20 Jan 04, from S/NF to DIA GC, concerning detainee S/NF.

6. Index of Interrogation Activity WRT detainee unclassified, written in response to Task S/ORCON/NOD.

7. SITREPs detailing interrogation activity, detainee S/NF. There are in all, dates between 3 Oct 02 and 2 Mar 04. Updates thru 5 Jun 03 S/ORCON/NOD, thereafter S/NF.